Universal Parasol

IMPORTANT: KEEP THESE INSTRUCTIONS
FOR FUTURE REFERENCE
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Fitting your Parasol

Safety Notes

1

Remove the Parasol and Clamp
from packaging

2

Attach the parasol to the clamp by
screwing it into the tubing

3

Turn the knob in an anti-clockwise
direction to open the clamp then locate
it over the pushchair chassis in the
desired position

Your Parasol is a high quality Silver Cross
product. It complies with the relevant
British Standards and with correct use and
maintenance should give good service. If
however you should have any problems with
your Parasol, please contact your Silver Cross
retailer who will take appropriate action.
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Turn the knob in a clockwise direction to
tighten the clamp around the chassis.
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Once tightened, you can then alter the
angle of the parasol by pressing the
button on the clamp and rotating to
the desired position.
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Your parasol has a quick release clamp.
This enables you to leave the clamp
attached to the chassis when the main
parasol is removed. To do this press
the quick release button and slide the
parasol out of the clamp.

We recommend that you remove
the parasol and clamp before
attempting to fold your pushchair/
chassis, as this could cause damage
to your parasol or pushchair/
chassis.

It is unsafe to fit accessories or spare parts
other than those supplied or recommended
by Silver Cross.

CAUTION: The child should be
clear of moving parts while making
adjustments.
WARNING: A baby’s safety is your
responsibility

Care and Maintenance
This Parasol can be cleaned by sponge with
warm water and mild detergent. Never clean
with abrasive, ammonia based, bleach based
or spirit type cleaners. Do not store where
heat and light may discolour the fabrics or
distort the plastics e.g. on the car parcel shelf
in hot weather.

Guarantee
All Silver Cross products are guaranteed
for a period of 12 months against faulty
workmanship, when the product is used
correctly according to the instruction manual.

Please read these instructions
carefully before using your new
Parasol and keep for future
reference.
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